
Curriculum Intent, Implementation and Impact 2020-21
Subject: Psychology OCR

Year group: 11

Periods per fortnight: 5

Paper 1 = Tuesday 17th May 2022 Paper 2 = Friday 6th June 2022



IMPLEMENTATION:

Term Topics studied
Add dates and any assessments
included

Extended learning opportunities
(homework, controlled assessments,
field work, trips etc.)

How parents could
support students

Autumn
Term

Memory
- Key concepts of memory
- Multi-store model of memory
- Theories of forgetting
- Clive Wearing case study
- Schemas
- Braun et al core study
- Application of memory –
advertising techniques

Assessment 1
Partial GCSE Paper 2 (1hr)
Memory
Social Influence
Research Methods 2

Assessment 2

GCSE Paper 1 (1hr 30mins)
Psychological problems
Criminal psychology
Development
Research Methods 1

Partial GCSE Paper 2 (1hr)
Memory
Social Influence
Research Methods 2

Research and create revision
resource on Clive Wearing case
study
Research and create a revision
resource on Braun et al core study
Create a TV advert using memory
techniques

Revise for assessments

After school revision every
Wednesday  3.10 – 4.10

Ensure students are
spending time revising
key terminology

Encourage students to
recap on research
methods from year 9 and
topics have studied in
year 10

Encourage students to
attend after school
revision sessions

Talk to students about
what is happening in the
news and encourage to
explore why people might
behave that way and if
they can apply what they
have learnt in lessons to
explain different situations

Suggestion revision book:

My Revision Notes: OCR
GCSE (9-1) Psychology.
Mark Billingham.

● ISBN-13: 978-1510423
220

Spring
Term

Sleep and Dreaming
- What is the purpose of sleep and
benefits of sleep
- Stages of sleep
- Freud’s theory of sleep
- Wolfman case study

Sleep and Dreaming
- Activation synthesis theory of
dreaming
- Williams et al core study
- Application: treatments for
insomnia

Revision

Assessment 3

GCSE Paper 1 (1hr 30 mins)
Psychological problems
Criminal psychology
Development
Research Methods 1

GCSE Paper 2 (1hr 30mins)
Memory

- Keep a dream diary
- Revise year 10 topics
- Research interesting facts about
Freud
- Take a picture or draw bedroom

Revise for assessments

After school revision every
Wednesday 3.10 – 4.10

Ensure students are
spending time revising
key terminology

Encourage students to
recap on research
methods from year 9 and
topics have studied in
year 10

Encourage students to
attend after school
revision sessions

Talk to students about
what is happening in the
news and encourage to
explore why people might
behave that way and if
they can apply what they
have learnt in lessons to
explain different situations



Sleep and dreaming
Social Influence
Research Methods 2

Assessment 4

GCSE Paper 1 (1hr 30mins)
Psychological problems
Criminal psychology
Development
Research Methods 1

GCSE Paper 2 (1hr 30 mins)
Memory
Sleep and dreaming
Social Influence
Research Methods 2

Summer
Term Revision

GCSE’s

Paper 1 = Tuesday 17th May 2022

Paper 2 = Friday 6th June 2022

Revision

After school revision every
Wednesday 3.10 – 4.10

Ensure students are
spending time revising
key terminology

Encourage students to
recap on research
methods from year 9 and
topics have studied in
year 10

Encourage students to
attend after school
revision sessions

Talk to students about
what is happening in the
news and encourage to
explore why people might
behave that way and if
they can apply what they
have learnt in lessons to
explain different situations

IMPACT:

Students will demonstrate that they can conduct research and plan research through
being able to achieve their MEG’s or better on assessments throughout the year

Students will demonstrate resilience in being able to identify not only where they were
successful on an assessment but how they can improve. Their ambition to achieve
will be shown in an improvement in their assessments over the term of the
Psychology course.

Students will demonstrate integrity and curiosity by completing extended learning to
deadlines. Curiosity will be shown when students complete wider reading tasks
around the topics being covered.

Students will show ambition and respect through the presentation of their work in books
being neat and tidy, as well as demonstrating the progress they have made in
Psychology over the year.



Students will confidently participate in psychological discussion being mindful of and
respectful of their peer’s opinions. They will be able to do this in an empathetic way
by considering all viewpoints and analysing these in their critiques of psychological
theory.


